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The Last Word in this issue of the Projector was written by
David McFadden, a poet from Hamilton, Ontario.
He is the author of seven published books of poetry and
recently gave a reading of his work at RRCC.
Why I'm So Optimistic is from a collection of recent poetry
Mr. McFadden expects have published soon.
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Why I'm So Optimistic
by David McFadden
When I was sitting in a traffic jam on the Queen Elizabeth
Way I relaxed by thinking about the drilling in the Beaufort Sea
and our plans to build pipelines along the Serene Mackenzie
River to ensure that future generations all over North America,
all over the world, will also have the pleasure of being stuck in
traffic jams and it cheers me to think that someday even in
Tuktoyakluk you'll be able to get stuck in a traffic jam and
someday this soft green slobe that Chaucer loved will be encased in concrete:
.
And when I got smashed in the face for trying to prevent what
I naively took to be a rape-in-progress but was really just .a nice_ ,.
ordinary young fellow routinely beating up the girl he loved
was comforted by thinking about how we destroyed Dr. Henry
Morgentaler for trying to help women to thin the young shoots,
as the Japanese put it.
And when I, a former poet, visited a high school in the great
Canadian city of i North Bay an enlightened young teacher asked
me how come Canadian writers are so obsessed with sex
and the swinging young principal and a gay little trio of his
vice-principals told me to clean up my act or I'd be out
and they were seriously critical of the provincial arts council
for not being more selective in its choice of poets
for'I had written "a poem about a young male hitch-hiker'being
picked up by a clumsy homosexual (it sometimes happens) and
some person unknown distinguished himself (I'm sure it was a
"him") by going into the school library and taking the anthology
in which the poem appeared (I hadn't read it to any of the
classes, of course) and blotting it out with erasing fluid.
And at the same school a shy young fellow cried when he told
me, quietly, he'd been sternly berated in front of his class for
writing a poem adyocating tolerance towards those who love
members of their own sex
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and a, friendly smiling teacher stumped me by saying that we
live in a wonderful country (this I already knew) but the poets
and novelists of Canada are too pessimistic to be taught in the
classrooms of this land (See? It wasn't sex after all) and so they
have to go to American and British authors who generally increase the smugness of Canadian readers by showing how bad
things are elsewhere and so they bring in books by Thomas Hardy who can be forgiven for being pessimistic and J. D. Salinger
who can be forgiven for saying "damn" 437 times in one book
(a local school trustee stayed up all night counting) and the kids
think writers get paid five cents a word and 10 cents for those
other words and they tentatively cheered when I told them
literature is anything written in another country, but they seemed a little baffled when I told them NOrth Bay is the centre of the
universe and they just couldn't understand how any writer living
in Canada could be pessimistic
but the friendly, smiling teachers were obviously intelligent so
from my large fund of handy quotes I gave them this: "Lorca,
you'll recall, always maintained optimism is the product of the
superficial mind" and I had to admit I'd been in error when one
replied: "Yes, but Lorca was a greasy Spanish pinko fag and
although it's tragic he got shot you have to admit he asked for
it!"
Oh poets and novelists of Canada, don't you know you're
asking for it? Don't you know s that you're not wanted by this
marvellous country so dose to perfection? Why can't you admit
you've been in error and your writings are like the dreams of a
cabinet minister with indigestion, vaguely interesting, sometimes
curiously prophetic, but so irrelevant they vanish with the
dawn ...
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The Projector staff wish to bid .a fond ?
farewell to the students and staff.
Will we see you in September ?
Photograph by Scott, Smallwood.I
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Mailbox

by NOrm Richards

•

A Sound Proposa
Dear Sirs or Madam:

7

It has come to our attention that there
have been various complaints concerning
the noise level of CMOR. We have cornbined our medicore talents to derive a
,
series • of solutions.
A. Take Norm Richard's Frustration
Forum, rip it in half, and' stuff it in your
ears.
B. Play nothing but Olivia NewtonJohn records.
C. Put your fist through one of the
walls.
D. EVerytime you hear a ZZ Top
record turn around three times and clap
. your hands.
E. Have Led Zepplin as the voice of '
D101.
F. Put. Frank. Tanasychuk's head next
to the speakers for eight hours. Sounds
Right?
G. Listen to Gary Eastman's proposal

for his term as vice-president ... the' 1 1 11 1 1 1 111 1 111 1 1 1 11 11 111111 1111 111 11 111 11 111111 1111 111111 11 11 1 11 1 1
laughter will drown out ,any noise made
The Winnipeg Lionelles Club. held a
by CMOR.
fashion show — Canadian Designer
H. Have CMOR broadcasting only on
at the International Inn.
Showcase. '76
the days Jim,..._Macdonala. is attending
on April 21. (Projector, May 4/76). They
classes. 1
are very pleased to report that from their
I. Have the Les Talbot Full() hour.
proceeds they were able to make
J. Put an anti-frequency device on
'
charitable donations of $1,200 to
Sam Richard's earring.!
M.A.C.L.D., the Lions Learning Centre
K. Have all the programming on
at 804 preston for children with learning
CMOR devoted to explaining all the
disabilities; $500 to the Lions-assisted
charisma of a Business Administration
program for the multi-handicapped deaf
student.
at the Kiwanis Centre for the Deaf on'
L. Have live interviews with Jimi HenPembina Highway; and $100 to each of
drex, Janis Joplin, and Jim Croce.
Let us hope that these suggestions are
the following — a Guide campership, and
taken into serious consideration, and
the Christmas Cheer Board Hampers. A
maybe we can solve CMOR's noise
sincere thank-you to all who attended and
supported our charitable project.
problem once and for all.
Mrs. B. Bruce, for the Winnipeg
Putting you up-front
Lionelles.
Mark Silbermanii, Tom Milroy.
nuusissulimmuumiummullummisummum
Color of eyes withheld.

NEED MONEY,
WHO DOESN'T

Salespersons are needed
to sell • advertising for
CMOR and the Projector
during the '76-'77 school
year. 15% commission on
all sales.
.
Apply to
Publications Director
S.A. Office (DM 20)

:

ANNUAL
MEETING

MGEA Education
Area 6
Thursday, June 10, 1976
at 7:30 p.m.
in the South Gym
Agenda:
State of Negotiations
Election of Officers
Resolutions for ,
Convention

Student Aid application forms are now available in several locations
within the college. To ensure having the results of your applicationsbefore
•
September, it is advisable to submit them now.
The Student Aid Office Is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and located in
C-116. The staff there will be pleased to help you with any difficulties you
may be having.

.
The end of the year is here and a good
many people are now Idoking for jobs.
I've , spoken to various people about
whats happening to them when seeking a
job. One gentlernan said he has sent out
his resume and portfolio to almost every
daily newspaper' in Canada seeking a job
witht.them. He jokingly said to me, "Well
I guess I should get another eight or ten
letters of refusal- today." He suggested
that the businesses he contacted would
hire him if they needed someone right
now- but unfortunately no positions are
available at the present time. They would
compliment him on his impressive portfolio but at the same time he received a
polite kissoff.
He might have the right answer
though. The best thing to do now he says,
is to, go to the lake, sit back, have a beer
and wait for a positive reply to come in
from one of these' Multi resume's he's sent
out and had spent so many hours on setting up. Something has got to break!
You know, I found it amusing to read
about Mr. Gaskin's opinion about the
students who found jobs early this year.
Gaskin is the gentleman from
Canada Manpower in the college. He said
they found jobs early because they were
more organised and had the best marks.
Take a look/at the facts, Mr. Gaskin.
First of all, several . B.A. students acquired jobs from Imperial Oil right off the
bat. Why? Not likely because they were
so highly organized, but because Imperial
Oil wanted several. Accounting majors
and that is who applied• for the jobs. The
students who had the best marks were
hired. Do you have to be well organized
to open your mark statement at page one
and grin because you are confident Mats _
;what they Want? It's like that sheepish
grin ,on Alfred E. Newmaiis face froni.
Mad Magazine. I say no yeti, don't have
to be organized, just confident. Confident ,
that you would waste a lot of time by trying' to be organized when all you have to
do is show you are keen.
A book has been written by Caroline
Bird called, "The Case Against College".
She disputes the accepted myth that high
school graduates should go on to college.
"The truth of the matter," Miss Bird said,
"is that most young people enter college
for the wrong reasons.. A great majority
of the college_students are there because it
has become the thing to do or because it's
a comfortable place to be; because it's the
only way they can get parents or taxpayers to support them withou,t working
at a job they don't like; because they
can't get . a job .,,at all; because their
.

•

•

Forum
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parents ,vent — or for some other reason
utterly. irr
elevant to the courses of study
for which the 4611ege- is supposedly
organized".
Miss Bird points out the popular myths
which we fall victim to. The crime about
falling victim to these myths is that they,
set out to serve all of Society and not the
individual who could get walked on. Miss
Bird says, "What is needed i§ more
respect for people's individual aptitudes
and talents." 'Especially since college
courses, even-in the professions, bear very
little relationship to whpt people actually
de on the. job.
Miss Bird in my opinion happens to be
her own best . example. Although she did
go to college (she holds a masters degree
from the University of Wisconsin) and
subsequently served on the editorial staffs
of Fortune, Newsweek and the Journal of
Commerce in the U.S.,' she never took
even one course in journalism. And as the
author of five books, two of which are
required reading in sociology courses, she
never took a course in sociology.
As we go out into the working environment from college, I wish everyone good
luck in there endeavors and, I am confident
that those who can utilize there talents to
the fullest will likely shines the brightest.
But happiness is the first and best gift an
individual can ever receive. Thanks for
readin§' me. Bye Now.
.
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WANTED DEAD
,(preferably
OR ALIVE
the latter)
Editors for the 76-77
issue of the. RRCC
Yearbook \

CUSTOM MADE' jEANS
• .001A/19K JEANS
Filya,\I BOOTS..

Min salary — $300.00
- Apply to
Publications Director
S.A.. office (DM20)

ev.

PHONE 042.5e88
ass CARLTON ST
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CONTINUED . .
government officials will decide that RRCC students obv aiously
aren't responsible enough to respect the luxury of wal l=to=wall
The punks burnt the last, one r all to hell, didn't they?
, Joe rCool rips off the change machine in thecave, ,and,,runs
around bragging about it for weeks. Hilda Holstiirc idefrteri e
could use some cash, so she follows Joe's shining exiiiSte. The ,
rip-offs go on and on until the owner of the machine and the SA
decide it's no longer profitable to keep the machine. Out it goes.
Thanks Joe: Thanks Hilda. - Thanks to all the dense-minded
morons who had a hand in getting rid of the machine. You're a
great buiich.
.

dlin at three
in the morning

•

Three o'clock in the morning. Shit. Wine's all gone.
Cigarettes, too. So are the other editors. So here I sit, allr by
myself, finishing up what needs to be finished up. Kind of sad,
finishing the last issue of the Projector. It was fun, I'll. have to
admit. I'll miss it this summer. The arguments, the deadlines, the
sound of clacking typewriters. Hell, I'll even miss getting beat up
by Joan every production night.
It's kind of sad, too knowing that this will be the last issue of
the Projector, as we know it, anyWay. Damn, I was kind of
proud of this format, you know? It sort of made us stand out,gave RRCC an air of uniqueness.
Oh well, enough of that. What's done, is done, as they say.
Who knows, maybe we'll have a lot of fun with the new format.
But I doubt it.
Well, its about time to crash out. It's been nice having you
read us, dear reader, but I know how it is—one flip of the page
and I'll be gone: A 'few more flips, and this entire magazine will
have been read, and unfortunately, soon forgotten. Hell we
know that your eye will go on to bigger and better things. Time,
maybe, or even Playboy. Who knows? Anyway, I think •that I've
got this maddening space about - filled up by now, so I think I'll
take my leave. Adios, there, reader. And have a good summer.
D.D.

The Dying Days
by Brian Mitchell
In the dying months of the 75/76 year, council meetings were
few and far between, and content for the rare get-to-togethers
was less than meaty. The Projector had almost 'forgotten the
famed criticism of our council.
,
But, seeing how the year will soon be over for our ludicrous
leaders, they decided to settle a few scores. They had to have a
meeting or they might • set a dangerous precedent and they cer- •
_thinly wouldn't want to do that.
The students of this school, we are told, are fortunate to have
a dedicated bunch. We may not be so lucky in future years, so
every move is carefully contemplated. It's understandable.
The Projector has suffered internal problems, compounded by
the changes we'll haVe to make when we go tabloid. The
economics, pure and simply, dictate such a move. We-accept
this, but a rgreat deal of time will be needed to accomodate the
change.
This will be the last issue in Time format and we are sorry to
see it go. It is a pleasure to work with. The Projector staff has
worked, hard to do their job and we hope there has been
something of interest for you.
Next year the tabloid will ,be filled with good things and,.
hopefully, a staff to write the hot items.
,
Summer is fast approaching and we're ready to rest for a
while. We've got all that school work to catch up on.
The backbone staff will be here in the fall with some new
ideas. Editor Joan Sadler will be spending her summer on the
Dauphin Herald and Entertainmeht•editor -Dvvight Dubowits
will be hard at` it in Neepawa at the Preis, and Sports editor
Murray Rauw will be in Regina cheering on his beloved ,

Roughriders. I'll be staying on with the Projector for six weeks
to clear up some things and then I'll be off to beautiful British
Columbia for the western region CUP conference. We will be
eligible to vole on the issues this time round, so it should be . f
good.
We'll be here early in September to get the first new ProjeCtor
out to you in the first days of school. Thanks for reading.

t
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A STATE. OF
.:.RESIGNATION

A messy situation
by Dwight Dubowits

by Joan Sadler

• -.--,

Remember the first time you ever saw RRCC? You parked in
visitor's parking, if you were. lucky, or the back 40, if you
weren't. It looked so clean and well set out (back in the pre
reconstruction era).
You entered the building and probably got lost several times,
but it looked like a pretty neat place, much more modern then
you expected a community college to be. If you happened to
pass through the Tower Lounge, the first thing to catch your eye
was the carpeting. Or rather, it was the ugly brown burns in the
red carpeting.
You looked at them and tsk-tsked to yourself. Wow, what a
drag. Why would anybody want to burn a rug when all those
ashtrays are so conveniently stuck on the walls?. You couldn't
understand it, and you walked away, promising never to butt
your own cigarettes on the floors of RRCC.
You ended up in one of the classrooms. Bright and airy. The
chairs looked pretty comfortable, as chairs go, but wait a
minute. What were those things sticking in the sides of the
chairs? More cigarette butts. Yuch! You walked to the back of
the room, and saw the glorious graffiti adorning every desk. You
wondered for a moment if you were in the day care centre, not a
classroom used by allegedly intelligent and mature college
students.
You turned around for a full view of the inside of the desks.
All the milk cartons and apple cores and candy wrappers and
ashes and dirty plates and
garbage., You were disgusted.
"A number of students" were recently busted for overturning a game machine in the Cave in an . attempt to shake out
some money. The culprits had to pay damages but were not
prosecuted. k
What's with: these people? What goes on in their minds as
they grind their smoldering butts' into the rug with their heels or
wreck a pinball machine?
The only conclusion I can reach is that there are a number of
juvenile assholes in this schobl who think it's 'cool' or 'tough' to
mangle and scar things put here for our use and/or enjoyment.
Eventually, these children will have to leave RRCC's warm '
womb and go out into the real world. Maybe one day they'll
grow up enough to develop some respect for public and _private
property, or they'll go through life merrily dumping garbage out
of car windows and breaking bottles on beaches. Just 'the kind
of citizens - we need in our polluted world.
I'm sure only a small minority of RRCC students are, respon-*
sible for these_ acts of vandalism,, but what they do affects the
rest -of us, too. I don't imagine the carpeting in the- Tower .
Lounge will be replaced after it is worn attd burnt out. The

It all seemed like such a trivial thing at first. In fact, nobody
really complained very'Much, and' when you come right down to
it, a lot of us actually thoughtit vvould do some good. "It" was a
way back, in the mid-1960's, when the Canadian and American
governments decided to introduce legislation controlling the
manufacture of automobiles, and assaulted the auto industry
over the next ten years with a bargefull of regulations concerning "safety" requirements, pollution control, and other such
balderdash.
' jhe legislators, of course, went too far with their onslaught of
battering-ram bumpers, catalytic converters, and the now (fortunately) defunct interlock systems, and as a result, the auto industry teetered near the brink of financial disaster—and nearly
brought the North American' economy down with it. Yet, in
spite of all the damage they have caused; our politicians still insist on stuffing their idiotic regulations down the throats of both
manufacturers and ,•the consumers.
Nice going, guys.
Realizing how much fun it is' to be in control of everything,
the politicians, with cries of "L'et's save the people from
themselves," are now busy/legislating our highways, our right to
bear arms, and even our moral freedom of choice right out of existence. Consequently, our roads, and •our book; television, and
movie industries are in al' state of turmoil.
Again. Nice going, guys. 1
It's a sad state. Wherever we look, whatever we do, whatever
we own, is being ruled, regulated, controlled, and sometimes
even banned. Whatever happened to our freedom of. choice?
Seriously. Sure, we used to scream about it during our yahoo
days in the late 60s and early 70s --toapoint where freedom of
choice became a boring little cliche -- but dammit, we were making headway, weren't we? Didn't we get our governments to
listen+ Maybe they didn't really do anything major to make
things right, but at least they were beginning to think twice
before doing things wrong. For a while, anyway. Because then,
people cared, they really cared, about what was happening to
this world. But then, just as we were beginning to be heard,
everyone stopped yelling; and the legislators went quietly about,
their ways—legislating everything they could get their hands on.
Now, more and more, our governments are sloWly creeping
into our everyday lives. Soon, it May be against the law - to not
wear a ieatbelt in Manitoba (Ontario already has a seatbelt
legislation in effect). Soon, it may be against the law to own a
gun without the government knowing about it. Even' hockey
games are in the process of being brought under government
control.

I admit that there are a lot of shitty things happening in the
world, and that certain regulations are necessary, but hell, aren't
people capable of making their own decisions? Shouldn't people
fend for themselves? We used to, you know. Is it tcib much to
ask that people simply drive carefully in parking lots, insteacrot
. gross-looking bumpers on our cars, so
having massiVe,.
they won't have to? Can't the puritans not go to the "porno"- filled, or violence-filled movies, instead of pressing for la*s and
censorship that prohibits everyone else from doing so? If people
want to kilt themselves by not wearing seatbelts, good; let them
die. I wear seatbelts anyway, but no way is anyone going to tell
me I have to wear one.
Maybe it's time to start yelling again, but somehow, I don't
think that it would work. The problem, you see, is that people
don't want to care anymore. They've changed. We no, longer live
in thee; sensational sixties; we're now the placid seventies, Nand
people are now in what I call _a state of resignation.
So you really can't blame the politicians when they introduce
all they inane \legislations. After all, they don't hear anybody
complaining. It'S all our fault. We are the ones who put them in
office, and we are "the ones who are not saying anything when
they do something stupid. No, it isn't them. It's us.
Nice going, us.'

.
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C.C. A Bursaries •
The Caribbean-Canadian Association of Winnipeg, Inc.
(C.C.A.) will be offering a BURSARY for Secondary and PostSecondary students, 'valued at $250, for the corning academic
year 1976-1977.
Application forms can be picked up at the Student Aid Office.
C-116 (the Tower).
•
GUIDELINES
1. All applications will be held in strictest confidence by the
'
Education Committee of the C.C.A.
' 2. Applicants must reside in the Province of Manitoba during
the tenure of the Bursary.
3. Who . can apply? (a) Any C.C.A. member or dependent
enrolled for academic or vocational studies, (b) Any West-Indian student, or (c) Any descendant of a West Indianr person.
4. The Bursary will be awarded to a person or persons mainly
on the basis of financial need ($250 could be divided).
5. The applicant must have an academic average suitable for
the course he or she intends to take and be accepted in that
course for the coming year.
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UNICOL GETS $20,000
•

a

by Brian Mitchell
At the last council meeting of the year
for our outgoing SA exec. we heard from
the old and the new.it was an interesting
meeting of sorts, Padded with pizza and
•
Pop.
The 'council finally okayed funds for
housing to the tune of $20,000 that will
be used to acquire an apartment building.
The University of Manitoba has matched
this figure and in addition allocated $1,000 for lawyers fees. We were $500
short, so council threw in another $500
for legal fees.
If the council wants to avoid future .
hassles with tenants and such, they will
have to opt for co-op status. The present
corporation, UNICOL, would have difficulties ousting tenants in the building
they purchase for students under the
tenants and Landlord Act.
They hope to have suites available for
their necks out on This one. AccOmmodanignly commena me council an st.naing
their necks out on this one. Accomodation has been needed for some time. If I
were asked what council did this year,
would be hard pressed to remember, but
this deed won't soon be forgotten.

.John Cdy has , written an extensive
booklet of operating rules of procedure..
More on rules and regulations in another
editorial. I'didn't have time to even glance
through the mOntrosity . but I know next •
year we'll need. a request form to use an
-SA pen and there will 'be, rulep governing
( everything
•
from salaries, responsibilities
and editorial content to washroom
privileges.
Some rules are necessary, a booklet
I'm nq so sure. Anyway I. missed the
discussion that followed its' unveiling.
I also learned that SA still has a slush
fund of some $30,000 which significantly
upset the Projector staff'who hear the 'we
have no money' blues everyday when we
ask for something., Council spent much of their meeting
time discussing• the ticket policy for
socials and such. Everybody differed on
the, idea of freebies for executive. These
low wage earners tend to'want to be martyrs for honesty and integrity, except
maybe Bruce Wood who expressed an interest in free tickets. The whole report of
rules governing socials seemed like a lot
of crap. They are quibbling over relatively,
small amounts of money.

People in high places are deserving of
some small pleasures considering the
drudgery they face each day in spite of
lack of interest by , almost everyone. .I
think freebies are great; ,especiall3i for the
Projector staff who have been known to
drink and then write. The alcohdi
stimulant for thought may be lost on the
social as far as coverage gOes, but it adds
°
to the quality later.
Red River Readers Theatre has been
instituted as a club with a constitution attached. They want to promote the arts for
students and alumni. The SA will be
backing any of ttieir ventures in the future
if they meet the requirements. The group
is relatively' new, but seem quite hopeful
after their success in Calgary. We're betting things will go well for them. The SA
pretty much rubber-stamped their
request to become ' a club. That's quite
good for a new group.
All the work proposals are in for
summer work for SA and the Projector.
Sam Richards made. an interstinga comz
ment in his summer work proposal. One
of his three-week allocations for time included the reorganization of Kim's office
as one of the big jobs. That's no reflection
on our SA.

After
Paul Hann rides abucking big twelve string guitar'-.He
plays it exceptionally well and handles his songs with
vibrant emotions. His voice and his guitar make him a
top performer.

I

The province believes in the
festival, as do the Canada ;Council .and the City of Winnipeg, because
the music extravaganza is
successful. It's successful because
of a / beautiful park to accommodate the people; musicians to
mesmerize the ,audiences for three
days; day care for small-children,
ages 2-6 yrs., and activities for
them; handicrafts at The Han :
dimade Village, featuring
demonstrations and exhibits that
people can get involved with; fine.
concessions and facilities: and that
glorious Manitoba sunshine and
fresh air.
Over the weekend the audience
will become authorities on folk
music in all its forms and the people
who make our most cherished
commodity, MUSIC.

Pack a lunch, bring a tent, a
guitar and a song and especially
the mon-is, dads and kiddies to
Birds Hill Park on July. 9, 10 and
II. The second largest folk festival
in North America, the Winnipeg
Folk Festival will feature over one
hundred musicians.. -About eighty
.of them are Canadian, well within
the Canadian content regulations.

machines. They are prepared to let
this incident stand; but warn the
degree of loss will likely force action on the next apprehension. .
•

REBEL REBEL
by Joan Sadler
RRCC's bear, Rebel, will have his own
float in the Manisphere Parade on June
27.
The. theme of this year's parade is
`Fantasy', and the float will depict Rebel's
idea of how to spend a surnmer holiday.
Joining the big white 'bear in the parade
will be RRCC's 1976 Carnival Queen,
Amy Pang, and Heidi Langelotz; Publib
Relations Director.
Anyone interested in helping to build
the -float is invited to leave a message at
the SA offices for Lynn Johnson.
■

,

Tickets for all three days of the
Winnipeg Folk Festival are avail, able for $ 15 - However, any group
of 25 or more people can buy their
tickets together, at a reduction of
20 %. Tickets for individual days
are also available. Phone 284-9840
for more' information:

by Brian Mitchell

0

realized the seriousness of their actions. The possibility of a person's
future being effected adversely as a
result of prosecution has a very
sobering effect". . •
Mr. Francen said that he was
' aware that other students were doing the same things and wanted to
warn a successful prosecution
could result in a summary conviction for which the maximum penalty is a two year jail sentence. Mr.
Francen explained that the amount
of money taken from the machine
is only one factor of the loss. Invariably, - .-persons "railing". a.
machine cause damage which not
only results in the cast of repairs
but - prevents persons who enjoy
playing the machine from doing so.
Intercity Leisure Limited and the
Students Association have lost
• several hundred: dollars this year
because of theft from the games

all together.

Good music, a ray of sunshine,
a jug of wine, and thou

STUDENTS GIVEN SECOND CHANCE
Recently; a number of students
were apprehended shaking money
out of an overturned Soccer Game
in the. Courtyard Cave
Lunchroom. The Students'
Association decided that this incident would serve as a warning to
other students responsible for •
similar actions. So, instead of
pressing charges the Students'
Association settled for restitution.
The apprehended students were
called to .a meeting with Students'
Association representation and Mr.
Maurice Francen, a ' partner in
Intercity Leisure Limited which
owns the game machines. The
Students were confronted with the
scharges and asked what remedies
they 'could suggest. The 'Students'
Association and Intercity Leisure.
' accepted their suggestion of full
restitution because as Mr. Francen
said, '`We felt that these students
'PAGE 8

a seven-year separation, Tommy Makem and Liam Clancy
are back together. The abundance of folk material in these two
mess heads will astound festival audiences. They have made
it in TV and all around the world and they're back to bring it

Vera Johnson has been a credit
to the Mariposa Festival. She sings
every kind of song and she's been
around long enough to know them
all. She's noted for variety 'laughs
and a real good time. She makes
them rave everywhere and
Manitoba is fortunate she's joined
the cast.

Archie Fisher is one of Britain's
most popular performers. He's
done a great deal to uplift 'folk
music in Scotland and some great
stuff in studios there. He'll be on
hand at the festival to bring his
brand of music to you.
Mimi Farina is a singer-song
writer with a solid background on
violin, a guitar style all her own
and a non-profit organization called 'Bread and Roses' that plays for
free to hospitals and prisons, most
notably San Quentin. Shell be
Someone to 'see in this years
festival.

The folk festival is totally
acoustic except for the bass guitar
and the acoustic sound is pure,
clean and easy on the, ears. So take
in this third annual folk festival and
treat yourself to the best bunch of
people you'll ever get the chance to
'see in one place at one time.

Alistair Anderson, king of the
concertina, is in demand as a solo
instrumentalist in Britain, the continent and North Anterica. His
energy will be absorbed by folk
festival audiences at Birds Hill.
Tex Konig tells strange stories.
He's been around for years with his
mixed bag of blues and stories,
spoofs and abstracts and maybe a
reading. Hell have something for
everyone.
Utah Phillips really has music .
enthusiasts in Winnipeg, keyed up.
The man is full of music and
stories. He's got wit and humor.
You'll be crying for more from this
man.
There are names like Blind John
Davis, Steve Goodman, Humphrey
and the Dumptrucks, The Irish
Rovers, Curly Boy Stubbs, Valdy,
John Hartford and Martin, Bogan
and the Armstrongs,- 4 Mississipi
blacks who play Polish and Ukrtdnian music Mississippi style ('just
phenomenal% along with.blues and
ragtime. 't
If
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I- think the tabloid is dumb It
looks like Hell. I think you should
keep the format that you already
have. I don't know how much more
expensive it is but I think it's worth
it. We're paying for it anyway.,
The 'time format looks nicer, like
a booklet. The tabloid looks like an
ordinary newspaper. You get
enough of then] when you're,out of
school. It doesn't make much
Terence %though.
I prefer the time • format. It's
neater, it•looks better, you,can read
it more easily, and it's got
everything you want inside of it.
The time format is easier to read.
I really like it. We use it to practice
morse code in the Radio Operators
course. We can use 'anything we
want, but, this size is convenient.
I don't think the tabloid is as
long-lasting as the present format.
It would get torn up. People read
them and just leave them
everywhere throughout the school.
The tabloid would look a lot
messier, because they aren't bound.
The time format, is good; it's
handy and everything; but if the lc
tabloid is 'cheaper .,. ., well, I don't
think it's that much of •an inconvenience for us to open it up
and turn the page.
I like the time format better.
They look like they'd be easier to

Cartoons by Ray "Ace Green
M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111

Editor's note:
As you know by now (if you
have read any of the preceding
pages) this is the Projector's last
issue in this format. Editor Joan
Sadler ventured out into the halls
and eating areas last week, wandering aimlessly and interviewing
students at random on how they
feel • about the change in format.
She was amazed to find that so
many don't care one way or
another.
1111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111

The tabloid format just doesn't
make it. The present format is excellent, really good.
I don't think it makes that much
of a difference. Why would it make
a difference? I won't be here next ,
year, but even if I was it wouldn't
bother me at all.

It's the same paper, it's just a
different style. If you're interested
enough to read it in the first place,
you'll read it no matter what it
came written on.
I like the old format. The tabloid
is too complicated to read. You
spread it all over everybody when
you read at the table. You're friend
gets the paper in his coffee.
I like the tabloid as a newspaper
style. Most other schools have it
already.
I think the time format is much
better. Unique is good.
, The convenience of the time format is nice, but if it's more expensive we really can't afford it.
The tabloid will be much better.
It's more like a newspaper, easier
to read.
The time format fits better in
your binder.
. The time format seems more like

a magazine, and the tabloid seems
more like a newspaper. And it is a
newspaper.
I think the tabloid would be
O.K. I don't see anything wrong
with it.

cons, but change is sometimes
good., I'll have to wait and seet—,
The tabloid is even better. The
time format is neater, 'but the
tabloid has a more professional
look to it. It's somewhat of a
debate, because they're both good
ideas.

,

We should go with the • booklet.
It's ,more original.
Have you ever tried reading a
tabloid on the bus on the way
home from school, or holding it in
class?, It would spread out all oyer
your desk. It's.too, big to fit in your
books. With the present size you
can put in inside a notebook s and
read it in class.
The'tabloid will be just as good.
Ifs the same information.
It doesn't really matter, because
the information Will be in either
one, but the tabloid looks more like
a real newspaper.
We may as well
go to a new Projector style,
because in September we will be
going to the trimester system, and
everything's going to be so screwed
up out here that it's not going to
matter anyway. We may as: well
change everything at once. If all
the students and the administration
are going to be Confused, then the
Projector may as well be a little bit
confused, too.
.

pick up and pass out, and easier to
read, too, but if the tabloid is
cheaper, well .. . .
e The tabloid format seems kind
of clumsy.
I really don't know the pros and `‘

P

why
\\\I I ///

by Joan Sadler
■
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WHOLESALE CLOTHIERS

7it2z ccuits

Casual ( bleat

ATTENTION RRCC GRADUATES
Here is a special invitation to purchase young men's
two and three piece suits, co-ordinates, and slacks
at wholesale prices. A special factory purchase has
recently been made by Al Sprintz and Son, Wholesale
Clothiers at one of Canada's top of the line suit manufacturers. You'll soon be needing smart, well-styled
clothes for your new job position, so we invite you to
take advantage of this special invitation to.come in
and save.

52 Albert Street
942-6610
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday - Friday
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday

Pau lo

The Projector's 'Time'. format, making its farewell
appearance With this issue, is unique, the only one of its kind in
Canada. That's great, said outgoing S.A. Publications director'
Dan Smith, except that it is also , the most inefficient. ,
"Sure the present format looks nice, and its easier' to work
with," Dan said, "but ifs also the most expensive college paper
per copy in Canada."
Everything is tightening up because of inflation, he said, and
the SA can. no longer afford the ,luxury of the unique format.
He explained, this year's SAis leaving behind a $5,000 surplps
from its overall budget. Next year's publication expenses—the
costs of the handbook, the phone book, the yearbook and the
Projector—are expected to go up about 14%, which will wipe out
,
,
•
the surplus.
That's not even allowing for increased costs of other items in
the budget," Dan said.
The tabloid is cheaper because fewer pages will not require as
many plates for printing. That brings down 'the cost per page,
and the larger pages will mean less cutting and folding.
The large size will also mean fewer pages for the poor
- overworked Projector staff to lay out, so theoretically their job
will be easier, although nothing is easy at 4 a.m.
Jim Macdonald, incoming Publications Director, hopes
decreased printing costs will allow for other thingi in the
,
publications budget.
"It will leave roam' for , a' weekly activities bulletin,, which
we've never had before," he said.
"
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THE MISSOURI BREAKS
by Dwight Dubowits

The difficult thing about THE
MISSOURI BREAKS is in deciding
whether one likes it or not.
Consider:: Jack Nicholson and Marlon
Brand° are big nam'es, very big names.
The same with Elliot Kastner. Kastner
has produce_ d and directed some of the
finest films in the industry. Now here's
the problem. If you lump together two
superstars, and one super producer, the
logical thing to expect is a super film,
perhaps even a monumental film 4 right?
Right.
But, when audiences expect films to be
great, based on the coldssal prom'otion of
its ingredients, they are almost always
diSappointed. Remember The Great
Gatsby?
•
When I was waiting in line at the box
office, I couldn't help but overhear some
people say, "Gosh-gee-willicken, an
Elliot Kastner .film with Jack ,Nicholson
and Marlon Brando. This has gotta be a
super film.". Others (those who tend to
think of theMselves as smarter) merely
shook their heads and said, "Aaaahhh
another one of these superstar filths. It'll
probably be a dud. Remember The Great
, Gatsby?"
This was the problem that director
Arthur Penn faced.'And how'he solved it
borders on the genius. ,,
You have to keep in mind that ,
although Westerns are popular, it's difficult to make a western that is a real
success -- both commercially, and artistically. To make a successful western,
you dan choose one of two formats. One,
yOu can go the Butch Cassidy • and The
Sundance Kid route. That is, make the
characters lovable, famous. • Other films
have followed this format and have thrived. Witness the Life and Times . of Judge
Roy Bean and the recent Duchess and
The Dirtwater Fox. But this sort of thing
has been done so Many times, that it
would .. •.. border on being , cliche-ish.
Besides, Brando and Nicholson are hardly the type that look •lovable. Especially
Brando. They're both too old. And -ugly.
The second solution would • be the
•spkghetti western routine. You knOw.
rugged anti-heras, the Clint Eastwood
type. But Nicholson? Brandi)? Eastwood,
yes, bill not those two.
Looking back, Penn probably
remembered a subtle little film titled
Macabe and Mis Miller. It was a western,
but a true western.. There was a film that
portrayed the west as it really was — dir-
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ty; grubby. Remember, ,,very few.,frontiersmen looked like Newman or Redford.
Of EastWOod. People were, well, ugly. —
gritty. Most films tend to forget how
crude thingS really were then — and how
bizzare some of the people became. Here
then, is • the format of The Missouri
Breaks. Realism ; No heros. No antihews. Just people, Is they really were.
The kind of roles that are worthy of Brando's and pr
talents.
oblem solved, Penn did not
That problem
stop there. He cast every player within
this format, and all tie supporting players
should be commended for their efforts.
There is not a single player in the entire
film who did not fulfill this requirement.
This is true professionalism.
To compliment the acting, the
cinematography, music, and even the settings siipport this effect. In fact, portions
of this film were shot within a western
Museum. ,
The story takes place in a desolate section ' of* Montana called the Missouri
Breaks. Here Nicholson and a gang of
half-witted rustlers are raising havoc with
the local ranchers. In retaliation, the
ranchers acquire the services of a
professional killer played with gusto by
Brando, who ends up spending more time
raising havoc with: everyone,
.. sometimes more often the ranchers
than the rustlers. Aside from a couple, of
sub-plot twists, the story is almost predictable, and has the inevitable show-down
,

.

-

between Nicholson and Brando, which by
the way is particularly well-done.
If left alone, this would have ended up
a' pretty dreary drafna, as far as storyline
goes. Fortunately, Penn had . enough insight to realize this, and has sparkled up
the film with, some pretty , witty 'dialogue
which Brando and Nicholion use to their
advantage, as well Nicholson's outcast
bunch of outlaws. In addition to the
dialogue, ,the audience is also treated to
some of the funniest sight gags to be seen
in years.
'•
,
In summary, The Missouri Breaks is a
very likeable film, but not for the reasons
you would normally think. You won't
find any of the stunning preformances
Brando and Nicholson have given in the
past — not because of bad acting, but
simply because their roles won't allow it.
Instead you'll find real acting, portraying
real people, set in a real background. Like
the acting and the story line, the overall
effect of the 'film is that of subtlety, a subtlety that you'll still find growing on yoti
long after you have left the theatre. And
very few films are capable of doing that.

.••
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and Giannini is her warmed over, penniless, Communist servant, who helps to
change Madame's "narrowed" views of .
life in his own simple little masculine
ways; that is to say, by. beating the shit
out of her.
A lot of critics around the country are
hailing this film as if it were some kind of
masterpiece. In fact, the Globe and Mail .
'named it as one of the year's ten best.
Why, I don't khow, but it's something
that seems to happen to a lot of Italian
films. Italians have built themselves a
reputation for building \fine statues,
motorcars, and for producing fine paintings, and somewhere along the line,
someone has suggested that they make
fine films, too. I remember when Fellini's
Amacord hit town. After hearing about
how "artistic" the film was, I wandered
over to see it. After the first 45 minutes, I
found myself deeply engrossed in finding
out how many wrinkles were on a popped
corn. To put it simply, the film stunk.
SWEPT AWAY is a lot better, thank
you, but it's still no work of art. Yet When
I was watching, it, the theatre was packed
full of University students fervently taking notes as they were watching. Being
curious, I asked one of them what they
thought of the film as we were leaving the
theatre. Giving me the wild-eyed dreamy
look of the fanatic, he said, "It's a
remarkable and touching social comment
on today's society." I could have beat
him up. .
Swept Away is simply a film, and not a
very good one at that. The acting is terrible, by anyone's standards, and the film
has no real "social message" at all, except'
maybe that if you Punch someone out
long enough, they'll do whatever you
want them to. You can go see it if you
really want to, but it won't be on my
recommendation.
-

EN

Oh come on now. Don't tell me that
you didn't really expect this to happen
sooner or later. Of course you did. Deep
down inside, you knew that after JAWS,
there'd be something like this popping up.
I mean, what ' could be more natural?
After a giant killer shark, the next most
feared beast in the world is a giant killer
grizzly bear mais oui? Mais oui.
Unfortunately, GRIZZLY, an Edward
Montoro film starring •Christopher
George, Andrew Prine, Richard Jaekel,
and a bear, has none of the spine-tingling
horrors that was Jaws' main claim to
fame. It's a quiet little film ,obviously
under-budgeted, that tries to follow the
saber-toothed shark format as closely as
possible. It's the whole Jaws trip over
again, without bubbles.
Here we have a summer resort, well
above sea level, that just happens to be
loaded with backpackers of all shapes
and sizes. All of a sudden this "18 foot"
grizzly zips up from nowhere and gobbles
up a couple of the fernale hikers. A couple
of more quick snacks, and the hunt is on.
Sound familiar?
The bear, of course, is a freak of
nature, since bears 'don't really eat people,
they just maul them to death. But this
bear is something else. Not only can ht
eat people; but he can knock horses'
heads off with a single swipe, destroy
forest ranger towers with a mighty heave,
and if pressed, can even successfully attack helicopters.
The really sad thing about this film is
that it could have been a blockbuster. It
had all the right ingredients — better than
average mauling scenes, the terror of being stalked by a beast in the dark midnight forest; and even some excellent
photography. But it is what the film lacks
that causes it to fail. Like an original
story line. Any kind of storyplot would
have done. Anything except the almost
outright copy from the Jaws routine. And
,

•

acting. I trust this film was aimed at adult
audiences, so whyiuse a bunch of actors
whose performances are strictly kiddy
grade? Maybe the fault lies entirely in the
direction, since Christopher George and
Richard Jaekel are capable of much
better performances that that.
Whatever the case,may be, Grizzly just
does not work. Its cons outweigh its pros
too much to simply ignore. I can't help
but wonder though, just how successful
the film would be if it were marketed under a different title, like •
say ... uh ... CLAWS?
Speaking of titles, there's an Italian
film playing in town that has one of the
weirder titles to come around in a long
while. It's a film. by Lina Wertmuller called SWEPT AWAY BY AN UNUSUAL
DESTINY IN THE BLUE SEA OF
AUGUST, and the story is just as weird
as the title. It stars Giancarlo - Giannini
and Mariangela Melato as a pair of
castaways on a desert \ island with a
difference. Melato plays a rich-bitch
socialite who abhors anything Communistic, penniless, and warmed over,
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by :Dwight. Dubowits

How To Get Your Mojo Working
by Laura Woods

•

When it comes time to choose a pub,
Winnipeg's -hot spots are easily recognized by the mile-long line-ups outside of
their beverage rooms. Although . some
patient souls have been known to order a
pizzaandwhip'around to the vendor for a
case of beer, most pub-goers spend their
time in line devising new and ingenious
methods of gaining entry.
Bouncers are approached regularly by
inebriated young doctors zealously insisting they were summoned to do an
emergency appendectomy on the band's
lead singer. Half a dozen girls in hot pants appear at the door of the Norlander
every weekend, claiming to be the new
waitress sent to replace the regular who
just broke her leg. Last year, nearly onethird of the change-of-address • cards
received by the Post Office gave the lobby of the Plaza Motor Inn as the new address, indicating these attempts are not
always successful. My favorite ploy is to
marry the doorman.
Once safely seated inside, your main

concerns become getting ,a drink, helping
your hapless friend still waiting in the
line-up to get in, finding a good-looking
member of the opposite sex, and determing which of your neighbours are undercover narcotics agents.
Three-quarters of the serving personnel
in .the average popular • night spot are
either dead drunk, serving another section, or on their coffee break. Once you
have determined who, if anyone, is serving your section, the trick is to get their
attention long enough to order. Hanging
a moon generally proves highly effective.
When placing an order, always give the
impression you've ordered ten times
already with no results. It's the besc way
to insure that you get a drink before dosing, short of tipping.
When your drink has arrived and
you're ready to try and get your friend in,
make sure they're familiar with the
zealous young doctor gambit and fake an
appendicitis attack. If your friend is
female, break one of the waitresses's legs.

•

•

,

COMIC WORLD

.

GRAND OPENING AT A NEW LOCATION
ROOM 116 PHOENIX BLDG., 331 DONALD ST.,
PHONE 943496•
Over 100,000 cornice In stock one Of the widest niece
*On avallable anywhere!
We also stock tiot Of science fiction, fanzines, posters,
et
SUMMER HOURS: STARTING JUNE 1
Tues. a Thurs. e 1:30 p.m. -6:30 p.m.
Wed. a Fri. -- 2:30 p.m. - 7:30 pal.
, Sot. Noon - 3:00 p.m.
Closed Sun. a Mon.
(
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If you can find an attractive-member of
the opposite;sex that you'd like to get to
know better, several initial approaches •
can be used to gain their attention. Dum,ping drink on their lap never fails. Picking
a fight with someone at their tableiusually
proves successful, but you may be
rendered unable • to introduce yourself.
Use your discretion with the old "light the
cigarette" routine, especially if the object'
of your attentions is halfway across the
room. You could knock yourself out getting over there, only to arrive just as the
turkey sitting beside them beats you to it,
leaving you standing there with a. lit
match and a silly grin on your face.
Before committing yourself to anyone,
make sure you get a good look, at them;
beverage room lighting can be deceptive.
Once you've got the old conversational
ball rolling, keep your good side turned to
them at all times. It never hurts to mention- your uncle, Howard Hughes. Don't
spill anymore drinks on them, and never
tell them .that. you're married. Always
place your big bills on the outside of your
roll. A description; of your heated king
size water bed with the built in mirrors
never fails to add impetus to a dragging
conversation. It's a good idea to work on
two or three possibles at the same time;
one of them always falls for your best
friend.
Although no' official figures are
available, local experts estimate fully
seventy-five percent of the average pub
crowd are undercover narcotics agents.
Positive identification of these perfidious
. plainclothes infiltrators is difficult, but
there are a few things to watch out for.
Obvious looking long-hair wigs, holster
like bulges under the left armpit, and a
wallet full of open warrants are all reason
for suspicion. So are lighters which double as cameras, and cigarette packages
with concealed tape recorders. If you
suspect someone may not quite be on the
level, the best way to determine wether or
not he truly is a "nard" is to try and
arrest him.
Once you know the ropes, an evening
spent in the local tavern can prove much
more exciting , than sitting at home
watching the late movie with your
hamster. If you wake up the next morning
in some place you've never , seen before,
with .a murderous hangover, a mouth that
:tastes like you were chewing on your
socks all night, and not even a quarter to
take the bus home, you'll know you had
your mojo working.

-

•

This little\ tidbit from the Chicago
Tribune: "Leslie -Nadin was fed up with
thieveS ransacking his general store, so he
rigged a booby trap by removing the floor
boards frOnf a hallway where the burglars
always broke in The trap worked . perfectly when Nadin, 49, stepped into. the
hallway and ' s tumbled eight feet into acellar littered, with, broken glass. He,.was
admitted -to a hospital with five broken,
sibs and severe icuts. Told that prayers
were being said for him at a local church,
Nadine replied: 'With . my luck, it's a
wonder the church wasn't struck by lightning.' I1, was. A bolt of lightning blew the
fuses, extinguished the lightg, and put the
organ out of action?'

Angry because 'he was awakened by
the scream of passing sirens, John Smith
leaned O\ut of his sixth-story window in- a
Los Angeles' hotel to scream curses at the
police. In fact, he leaned so far out, that
he lost his balance and fell 50 feet to the
,pavement. As soon as he'd been placed in
an ambulance, Smith picked up' where he
left off -- and swore at the accompanying
officers during the entire ride to the
hospital.

In Fall River, Massachusetts, an area
that has been plagued by high unemployment, Army recruiters advertised an
enlistment bonus of $1500. A
typographical error transformed the sum
to $15,000 and still no one responded.
The Reuters News Service reported
that: a Danish couple holidaying in
Fprence, Italy alighted from their cab .
after' a night on the town, removed their
clothes, and, in the words of the/ local .
police, began behaving as if they were in
their own bedroom. Undaunted by a
bucket of water heaved on them from an
upstairs window, the couple picked up
their clothes, moved across the street, and
quickly resumed their lovemaking. After
being deluged by two more buckets of
water, they moved into the middle of the
street and again proceeded to fulfill their
desires -- surrounded by a crowd that had
gathered to urge them on.
,

'Employees of Amtrak, the U.S.
government:subsidized • railroad, spent
about $750,000 in 16 months traveling
on business • along theAmtrak route-. The
money was spent on air fares.

tas

A member of the Fiji . house of
representatives asked to be recognized,
produced two daggers, and suggested that
Members of the opposition party stab
themselves. "Would my motion be in
order?"' lie asked the speaker. Oh yes,
was the reply. There is a logical explanation, of course. You see, the motion was
: in response• to a parliarnentary maneuver
the day before, in which the /opposition
leader had produced two nooses and invited, several government members to
hang'. themselves.

' According to The Charlotte Observer,
the vote count on a new contract for
several- postal 'unions in the U.S., was
delayed. Why? Because several thousand
ballots had managed to get lost -- in the

- Police in Miami, Florida report that a
would be robber handed a Miami bank
teller a thitatening note — 1500 words
long. The bank teller merely studied the
note and calmly began correcting the
man's grammar, causing him to flee.

.

r.

Under the "Special Notices" section of
the Crowley, Louisiana, Daily Signal,
these two ads appeared in the following
order: "IF YOU WANT TO DRINK,
IT's .YOUR PROBLEM. IF YOU
WANT TO STOP, IT'S OUR
.PROBLEM — ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS, P.O. Box, 545, Crowley,
louisiana." Followed , by: "IF YOU
WANT TO DRINK, THAT'S OUR
BUSINESS. .. CITt BAR, 123 EAST
FIRST STREET."
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The following is reprinted word for
word from a column called "How can I?"
in the Salinas Caifornian.
"Q. How can I remedy a squeaking
Wooden bed?'
"A. Indeed not! Since the garnish is an
intrinsic part of the dish, it is your
privilege to eat it if you wish."

,a t00% ,alb
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In Orlando, Florida, the locals
celebrated their being the top tourism
area in the States with a' World's Biggest
Party. The Star of the whole event was . a
275 pound creation that was proudly
claimed by' its makers as being the
World's Biggest Meatball, and was so big,
that it had to be kept in an aircraft
hanger. Unfortunately, the meatball was
ruled unsanitary to eat — after it had attracted The World's Biggest horde of
flies.

And last but' not least, an item that
appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle
that reads, "Science is convinced there's
no intelligent life in our• solar system."
drink to that
Nuff said.
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Theo,
(P)0oe-tprea
by Dawn McKeag
There are a few more demoralizing experiences for a middleaged woman than learning to ski. Granted, its a nice clean,
healthy family sport, but so is ping-pong and at least I- know.
where my feet are!
But, having been talked into the idea, and convinced enough
to give it a whirl, I visited the local ski shop. The appropriate
clothing is colorful, co-ordinated, and costly -- and guaranteed
to be obsolete within the year! The "suiting up" process is much
like a. moon launch, for the novice needs help in getting ready for
le grand sport.
Out on the slopes, I met my class, and was. fitted with skis —
two slippery little boards firmly attached to r my boots. I was \
afraid to move in case Y might be propelled into instant flight.
Now these classes are like no others I had ever been in. They
are designed to weed out the timid, and goddammit, make skiers
of the rest,!
'
'
Strangely, we began to learn skiing at the bottom of the hill. I
was encouraged by this ploy. I learned to rotate my body in
carefully controlled motions, much like an over-grown duck who ,
is trying to fly. Unlike that duck, though, I didn't partiCularily
care if I ever gOt off the ground..
The beginners' hill was the first challenge. (Actually, the first
challenge was getting to the lift for the beginners' hill!) Now, ski
lifts are just another step in the dehumanizing process. If I tried
to ride a T-bar, it defeated me by pretedding to be a chair. If it
was indeed a chair, it defeated me by knocking me down. But I
kept rising to fight again.
You see, there's no such thing as negative thinking allowed in
the classes. Look at all those kids flying down the hill, the instructor would say. So? A bunch of smart-ass little finks;: is what
I would say right back. I had a lot farther to fall and a lot more
at stake. Haha! We have a comic in the class, he would laugh,
showing all his capped teeth (from a nasty fall on skis, no
doubt).
Up and down! Up and down! The week was a nightmare. I
was bruised, battered and bewildered. There wasn't a muscle
that didn't hurt when I moved. My solace was a large hot rum
toddy, consumed slowly whilst staking I in a steaming bath.
A few years have passed, but I'm still it it. The family has all
taken off to slopeg I'll never see. And the view from every chair
lift is still the ecstacy that offsets the agony of coming down. Occasionally, I meet another golden oldie in the lodge, and we raise
our glasses in a quiet toast to those poor souli at the foot of the
beginners' hill; who are slowly rotating their bodies
•

THE
WOODEN NICKEL

If you happen to run into a fortune this summer and are thinking of shopping around .for some
stereo equipment, here are a few places around town and a list of the major brand names they handle.
•

225 St. Mary's Rd.

Amplifiers
Receivers
Tuners

Ph. 247-5247

Name Br and L v[ithp , Coats
Suede Coats
Levis
Denims
Jeans
Cords
Cord Suits
Leisure Suits
Rock T-Shirts
Houses
Sweaters
Skirts
Jean Jackets
Pant Suits
Children s Wear

ADVANCE
1300 Portap
7864541

Hormon-Kordon
Marantz, Rotel
Audio Research
Phase Linear

Hudphones

Dual, BIC
Thorns
Manatz

JBL, EPI,
Advent
!utility

The Wooden Nick 1
225 St. Mary's Road
Ph. 247-5247
(Next door to Red Top Drive-ln)
Monday-Thursday
9 30 to 3()
Fr iday
5:30 to 0 00
Saturday - 9:00 to 5 00
If You Can't Find It Here.
You Won't Find It Anywhere!

Sony, Teac

•

ALLIED TV
3140 Portage
889-5575

Plainer; Sony
Yamaha

Dual, BSR,
Yamaha, CEC

Yamaha, AR,
Jesus,
Celebrity

Koss,
Yamaha,
Celebrity

Sony, Akal
Yamaha, Dual

BANQUOX
546 Main
943-3762

Kenwood,
Layman,
Toshiba,
Sonaul

Micro, BSR, ,
Sansul,
Toshiba,
Kenwood

JBL,
Rectilinur
Micro-Aconstic
Acoutics

Scihiennier,
ScinIrex

Aiwa, Revox
Toshiba

Fisher,
Nemo

Dual
Thorns

Bus, Fisher,
Morisco
Casio, Sound

Stanton

Revox, Dual
Fisher

Scihiennier,
Koss, EKG,
Audio Technics

'Linwood
Nekamichl
Kenwood
Dokodor

-

•

MILLER'S TV
1654 Portap
7884706

.

Over 1500 pairs of jeans and cords at S7 9 1 '
L ow low prices on all merchandise.

Kus, AKG
Scihiennier

Tops Machines:
Cassette, Reel
to Rai, 8 Track

SOUND
LOVERS
390 Provender
, 2474732

Bose, Kenwood,
Accuphase,
Hitachi

•

.

Hitachi
Toshiba, B 10,
Jranscriptor
Kenwood

Goodman,
Bet STR

.

•

WESTERN .
SOUND
613 Portal,'
788-7474

Technics
Yamaha
Crown, Sony

Technics
Yamaha
Crown, Sony
White (CAC)

JBL, Sony
Soma, EPI
Yamaha

Koss

Crown, Tuc
Sony

KELLY'S
365 Portage
9474483

Akal
Sansul
Sony

Dual, EDS
Sand
Empire

Sony, EDS,
Saul
Pronely

Akal, Sono&
Ultimate
Prolinur

Akal, Sony
Sonsul
Electra

HOUSE OF
STEIN
269 Potty
9424787

Akal
Sony
Sansul

Dual
Thorens,
Garrard

Alta, EDS
Rectilleur,
Bose, Attu, AR

Koss
Sloan,

Akal
Sony

.
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AND NOW.1... ... . .

For those of you who thought that there was only one,specialty shop in the
city for COMIC BOOKS, and those who thOught that there was only one store
catering to the SCIENCE FICTION fan•, we are proud to present:

nutrittirliaamsE.
111-259 PORTAGE AVE.,
Phone :942-5716

9

FEATURING:

1.) Winnipeg's - LARGEST and MOST COMPLETE selection of new comic books, We'get them
SOONER than ANY outlet in Western Canada, and we stock -all titles in depth for. ,
the convenience of casual readers and serious collectors.
2.) A continually growing selection of science fiction magazines; posters, and new
items of all descriptions.
41.

.•

3.) An eXtetisive'stock of BACK ISSUEcomics - and science fiction items,. including a
,
selection of desirable and rare items for the collector who has.been trying to
locate specific issues.

ve

WE BUY AND SELL COLLECTIONS OF COMIC BOOKS.AND SCIENCE FICTION OF ANY AGE OR SIZE!
HOURS: Daily (except Sunday), 12 NOON to 6 P.M.
We invite you to come and discover the fine selection of material available at our
stpre. We're on the second floor of the PARIS BUILDING, right on Portage Ave. bet-:
ween Smith and Garry Streets, for • easy access by' bus or car. FANTASY PARADISE is a
subsidiary of STYX. COMIC SERVICE, world's largest private supply service for comic:
books and related collectables.
•••
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Would you like to be using your
, full creative' potential?
Transcendental Meditation or
'TM" is a simple mental technique
which allows one to naturally
develop their full potential.
The main principle upon which
TM operates is defined by
Maharishi (the founder) as "the
natural tendency of the mind to
seek' a field of greater happiness." .
By turning the attention inward,
anyone can facilitate the appreciation of "subtler levels of thought
until he mind transcends the experience •Of the subtlest state of the'
• hought and arrives at the source of
thought." Maharishi describes this
(-source as a "reservoifof energy, intelligence, and happiness."
The main difference between
TM and other techniques is its effortless spontaneity. It is easy to
learn and, continue the practice
,

•

without extensive instruction. A

person practising `TM . meditates
twice daily, once in the morning
and once in the evening, for 15 or
20 minutes each time.
Why meditate? A student
recently answered with, "It makes
me feel good., I can't Think of a
much better reason."
Ultimately, as meditators often
remark, there is no substitute for
direct experience. The do-ityourself style of TM is ideally
suited to the pragmatic "show me"
character of students.
The profound relaxation provided by TM dissolves the stressful
effects of living in our highpressured society.
Free Introductory Lectures are
•held by SIMS periodically on campus, as well as every Wednesday
and Thursday (8 p.m.) at the
World Plane Centre, 51 Horace St.
For brochures and information
cqntact the World Plan Centie.
,
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OTTAWA (CUP) -- The federal
'government 'eliminated the•Opportunities
for Youth program and redubed its
summer jot-yet- cation from 49,000 in 1975
.to 12,000 this summer td. achieve "improved conditions • for the summer job
•market."
•
This was the respOnse of 'Manpotwer
Minister Robert Andras to the criticism.
by the. National Union of Students of the'
federal cutbacks in student summer. •
employment. In a letter to •NUS, Andrqs said . the
cIecision to terminate. OFY "should be un.. dcrstood in the context of over-all
economic policies" directed towards"encouraging restraint on the part of all
. Canadians', including.the government sector.
Reductions in government spending,
including spending on..sumfner jobs, will
lead to the amelioration of general
economic conditions" which will 'sin the
intermediate and long run" improire the
students summer labour market, the lettei.
'states.
.

The. sun sneaked through the trees, warming her face as her
eyes opened. Between the branches and leaves she could see bits
of sapphire sky wide above her. She stretched, rolled over, and
blinked the sleep from her eyes. A rumpled, empty sleeping bag
lay next to her and a pile of knapsacks leaned against the tree
behind her head. Two other bodies were asleep near her feet.
Another night had passed in the shelter of the hollow under the
tree.
Sitting up, she_ looked out at the beach. It was deserted, an indication of the early tour. Anyone who was awake would still be
at breakfast, Or in the one public toilet. The sea was calm this
morning, bluer than the sky, and her soft waves were licking at
the white shoreline with the same gentle rhythm that seemed to
rock the whole .island.
She plucked her swimsuit from a branch above her. With
a proper regard for modesty, she struggled into ber bikini while
still in her sleeping bag. She stood up and her hair brushed
against the lower arms of the tree; as • she stepped out of the
hollow into the warmth of the morning stilt Above' her was a
flawless sky, down the beach was the village, slowly awakening,
and spread out in front of her was the Mecliterranean Sea, inviting, tempting. God, she could never leave this place. She ran
laughing into the cool water.

Her morning swim was a quick one, just long enough for her
body to absorb some of the ocean's •energy. She hauled herself.
back onto the beach and flopped down, sandwiched between the
warm sand and the hot sun. She loved this beach, every grain of
sand and every salty dtop of water. Sometimes in the past few
months she had tried to imagine what it would be like to go back
to Vancouver when it was all over. Clive's, parting words had
turned out to be so true. "You're going on this trip with the wrong attitude, Lisa," he
had said when she left Vancouver. 'you shouldn't be planning to
come back at all: Make it last for the rest of your life!"
She hadn't understood his words at the time, and now her
wallet was sending her home. Today would be her last day in
Matala, unless she decided to take Thieri up on his offer. It
sounded like a lucrative business, but she couldn't dismiss the
risks. The hassle of your life and all that.
She sighed. Decisions, decisions, decisions. Whether tis, nobler
to sell dope toy Yankees in Greece than to go home and live the
zombie life of a bank iteller. She climbed to her feet and headed
towards Costos' Cafe. One can't make any earth-slaking
decisions on an empty stomach. ,
Costos was sweeping the patio as she stepped off the beach.
•
His booming voice was a cheery welcome.
"Dahleeng!" he called. "What a lovely sight to see -So early in
the day. Please, my love, allow my humble establishment to feed
you this morning."
She hdd to laugh at him; standing before her, broom in hand,
shirt untucked, and dark curly hair hanging uncombed around
his face. Knowing that he gave every girl on the beach the same
greeting didin't make his words any less pleasing.
"My dahleeng, you are surely in luck today," he said as she
seated herself at a table on the patio. "Traditionally in our
village, the first lovely lady to enter a cafe on the last Sunday in
September is given a free breakfast, to bring good luck for the
coming winter."
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There was no way she could fit everything into her old pack,
so she wrapped what was left in a red tablecloth. Reaching
behind the stove, she pulled out her savings. A little over three
hundred dollars, but most of it was to have gone to Thieri, payment for the last shipment of hash. No way to get it to him now.
She • began to tremble again, then laughed at her own absurdity.
She didn't know who she was more afraid of — the Greek police
or Thieri.
Picking up her parcels, she left the hut, as Costos emerged
from the shadows. He picked up her knapsack.
"Come, Lisa. My car is on the road."
They walked through the fields to the car in silence. As they
citiove away from the tranquil lights of Matila, Costos turned to
Lisa.
"I threw your - drugs off the cliffs," he said.
It was normally a two hour drive to Hania, but that night they
made the trip in a little over an hour. Along the way, they talked
qUietly, not about the news of the world, but about each other.
Costos told Lisa about his cousin on the police force, who
always called when the police were coming to Matala so Costos,
could scrub his kitchen and close the cafe on time. They discussed Lisa's dealing, and agreed that she had taken some pretty
stupid risks.
"I guess everyone thinks that they're smarter than the police,"
she mused, "I never seriously thought that I could actually be ,
caught and thrown into prison.
"You never thougheat all, my love," he said, and they both
laughed. H ; stated ahead at the. road, reflecting silently.
"You know, my love, if you wanted to stay in Matala so bad-,
ly, you could have lived with me."
Their eyes met, and she laid her hand on his Shoulder.
"I wish I had," she murmered, turning to face the road again.
They travelled on, subdued, knowing that it was too late to be
thinking what they were thinking.

It was ahnost eight o'clock when they reached the docks in
Hania. While Costos went to buy the ticket, Lisa alit in the car,
staring at the boat that was to take her to France, and trying not
to realize what was happening. People swarmed around the
docks, cheery about their holiday plans and excited to be going
.somevvhere. Lisa couldn't think • about where she was going, only
of what she was leaving. She knew that she could not return, at
least not for a long, long, time, and it was so much more than
just a peaceful island that she was saying good-bye to.
Costos returned and helped her out of the car. She looked at
him, his shoulders drooping under his grim face, and wished
away so many things, so many regrets -.
"You should go on board now, and settle yourself," he said,
handing her a ticket. The cruise ship loomed over them. "You
will arrive in Marseilles in four days. It is a good ship."
"Costos, you must let me pay for the ticket. You've helped me
enough already."
"No, my love," he whispered. "It will be my gift to you." He
put a strong • arm around her shoulder. "It is for you to
remember me. Think of me while you are on the ship and never
forget me when you get off. Come, we' must go."
Carrying her bundles, they walked arm in arm into the
customs building, moving slowly and watching the desk ahead.
where uniformed men were checking passports. A few feet in
front of them, Costos stopped and kissed her hand.
"Goodbye, my love."
He wiped a tear from her cheek and waited while her patsport
was stamped and she was shown where to board the ship, then
turned to leave, mumbling a few words.
She called him back. "Costos! Thank you, Costos." Tears
were falling on her poncho as she took a long, last look at him.
"I'm sorry," she whispered. "So very sorry."
"As I am too, my love," he murmured. Each turned around,
and they stumbled away from each other. e

I
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She looked at him skeptically. "To bring good luck, eh? Are
you sure it isn't to -help out a friend who's almost broke?"
/"Well if that is the way that it happens, then it will surely bring good luck, my love." They both laughed, enjoying their little
game.
-He sate down with her while she ate her omelet, and told her
what was going on in the world. CoStos listened to the newscasts
from Athens every day, and then passed the news along to the
young tourists camped on the beach. There were no magazines
or newspapers sold in Matala, and Costos, the only \ villager who
spoke English, was delighted to have someone to discuss current
dents With.it had been through Costos that Lisa had learned of
the Middle ES war, on the eve of her planned depthure for
Israel two months earlier. Since thenvshe regulary joined him for
an early breakfast and conversation. Sometimes, if the cafe
wasn't toe, busy in the evenings, he would turn on the radio and
translate the news for her as . it was broadcast.
I
Costos knew that today was Lisa's last day on the beach and
he wasn't any happier about it than she was.
"YOu'll be taking the evening bus with your friends, will
you?" he asked. She hesitated. To do or not to do, to decide or
not to decide? Was. it now or never or just plain never?
"I think I'm going to stay after all," she said. "I've written
home for more money, and I can get by until it gets here."
She-kept her eyes on her empty plate as Costos stared at her
in disbelief. She told him weeks ago that she didn't dare ask for
any more money from home. She started to fumble with . some
kind of feeble- explanation,.but was interrupted by the arrival of
some young, Germans, hungry and loud. While. Costos took
their orders, Lisa slipped off to find Thieri to tell him that she
would be delighted to sell his damned hashish.

more concerned than angry, worried' about her safety.
"You "could spend twenty years in a pigsty called a women's
prison, you stupid child," he had said, his rage hardening the
fine features of his dark face. She had tried to explain that-she
wasn't going to get caught, that she had taken' precautions and
hidden her stash, that she only sold to tourists anyway, mostly
teenagets from North America. Costos had listened, then given
her a' frightening warning.
'
a "Lisa, Lisa, this is not Canada, my love," he moaned. 'The informers for drugs here are the tourists. They are people who
have a friend inlhe Greek prisons. If they can bring' in evidence
to arrest - a few more people for drugs, then their friend's
sentence will be shortened. They may take one year off for each
they arrest. So you see, you can't trust your tourists."
This information had disturbed Lisa, making her even more
cautious in her transactions, but she still felt that she could rely
on her own instincts abOut people.
Now, as she sat alone in the moonlight, she missed Costos.
Thieri brought her papers and magazines- every second 'Week
with' the dope, but he never wanted to discuss anything but
business. She ate at the Mermaid Cafe now, the only other
restaurant in the village. • It was quieter, and the owner didn't
speak English or French, but she enjoyed her meals more, away
from Costos' angry eyes. /
'
She closed her eyes and wished that it was spring. She was
tired of being 'cold, tired' of meeting strangers. It was time to •
move on, she knew, but if she could stick it out in Matala for the
rest of the winter, she would have enough put away for another
summer of travelling. 'Only a few more months to go.
Turning away: from the sea and the village, she moved into the
shadows towards her hut
•

* * *
Lisa opened the door of her but and stepped out into the cold
November moonlight. The clear sky was studded with stars as
she walked through the barren field to the beach. The wind and
rain of early afternoon were gone, leaving behind an eerie stillness.
She had never seen such a wind, so strong that it had knocked
her down twice that morning as she made her rounds in the village. The weather hadn't managed to stop the steady flow of
backpacking tourists passing through Matala. They no longer
camped under the trees in the beach, and they stayed for days
instead of weeks, but they still came. Those who could afford to,
rented rooms or huts, and the rest lived in the caves at the top of
the cliffs, further down the beach. Lisa hated climbing up the
narrow paths to reach these people, but usually they were heavy
dope .smokers, and made -her trip worthwhile. They wouldn't
spend a dollar a day for a roof over their heads, but they always
found money for hashish. Every few weeks, the police, fearful of
a cholera epidemic, would come to Matala and rout the cavedweller's from their filthy abodes. They always came before the
sun rose, but Costos had a way of finding out the night before
and he would send word to* stay somewhere else for the night.
Most of the kids ignoted his warnings, preferring to take the
chance that their own cave might not be noticed. Sometimes
they were right
Lisa't I business had become quite profitable. She was not only
making t.,\nough to exist on, but she could afford some luxuries as
well. The warm wollen poncho that she was wearing had been
bought with the proceeds of her dealing. Thieri said that her
profits were more than those of his other distributors because
she didn't smoke dope herself. Occasionally she would try a
chemical, if a good one came into town, but as a rule she liked to
keep her mind' with her at all tithes.
She sat on a stone near the water and looked out at the
shadowy sea. This beach' would never lose the magic that she
had felt when she first saw it almost seven months ago. Lifting
her head, she let the breeze play with her hair, spinning it around
her face. Her eyes wandered down the beach and settled on the
lights of Costos' Cafe. It had been two weeks since she had seen
Costos. She should have known that the man who knew
everything would soon find .out'the truth about her "money from
home", and that he would be furious. Actually, he had been

Wrapped in her sleeping bag and woolly poncho, Lisa sat in
the door of her hut, watching the sun set into the ocean. Twilight
shadows from the cliffs were edging out the blue -and red sky.
She watched the day end and thought about Vancouver. The
Christmas tree would be standing' in the living room, over a pile
of gifts, but there would be none for her this year, and probably
none from her _either. She had always relished the idea of a ,
Christmas' alone, free to do whatever she wished, but somehow
it was all so lonely. No presents to wrap, no silver to polish, no
turkey to stuff. Tomorrow there was a lamb roast at Costos'
Cafe, 'but Lisa wouldn't go. She Would sit in her hut, drinking
and smoking herself into oblivion for the occasion. ,
'•
T hrough the wind, she heard someone calling her name. She
looked into' the shadows and saw him, off to the left. It was
Costos_ , running towards 'her, shouting to her as , he came.
She walked into the field to meet him, wondering what he
wanted. They had been avoiding each other since early
November, and nothing would make him leave the cafe at dinner
hour. As he reached her, he took her arm and pulled her back to
the hut. He was winded and upset about something, babbling
,
almost incoherently.
"Lisa,tisa! They know about you! You must leave. Tonight.
they are coming for you." He stopped and stared into her
frightened eyes. His face was red, and he shouted at her now.
"Don't you understand, you foolish girl? The police are corning from Iraklion to take you to prison. G'et your things, I'll give
you fifteen minutes." He shoved her into the but and she began
to dump clothes, trinkets and jewelry into her pack. Costos
watched her from the door as she moved in a dreamy, dazed
way, walking on garments dropped by her shaking hands. He
stepped in and put his arm around her shoulder.
"Please, my love," he begged, more gently. ?Move quickly.
You are taking a boat in Hania in three hours. Tell me where
you have hidden the drugs and I will dispose of them for you.
Don't 'be frightened, my love. We will make it if you hurry."
Now that the anger was gone, her mind began to function again.
"Under the stone behind the outhouse," she mumbled.
"There's not much there." He turned towards the' door, but she
called him back.
"Thanks, Costos."
He grinned.. "Move!"
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Railroad burns, - train shipments, soldiers to fight Riel. ,Since
Confederation nothing has been more integral to the history of
the country than the railroads. Like the nation itself, however,
the railroads' have fallen on difficult times.
Campaiin premises, of course, are to be ignOred. They rank
only behind the oath of a drunkew sailor in a whorehouse in the
t Alist of most WOrthleis dribble. Still, I .can't forget all the nice
things Mr. Trudeau said he was going to do for railroad
passenger service. It's especially disheartening since, in the two
years since . the election, the debate has tamed away from
t railroad improvements to how many, of the transcontinental
r4 4 trains will be discontinue0. and which lines to abandon.
I'm sensitive about the iailroads because I enjoy them. Seeing
'the Canadian countryside froiwthe window of itrain is one of
my loves. And it is no little matter that on a train, I catflenjoy
he 'same -View with a beer in my hand.
Oh, I know, the days of the luxurious parlour cars are past,
and although I. don't wish to offend Mr. E. M. Frimbo (the
World's greatest ,railroad buff) to Whom the parlour cars are an
ndearment,. I could be content to let them go. I'd just like to see ..
-clean,-..economiCal passenger service. - Trains could be
made safer, , faster, cheaper, and more economical if they weren't
ignored.
The government is more than . willirig to raise gasoline taxes
under the guise of fuel oil conservation, but it *balk! at doing
:40 anything for the railroads. Trains could be transporting more
:

•

people, more trifles, on less fuel than any form of travel except
dog sled. Yet, the government neglects them.
, It's not economical to run a train anymore they say.
AirOlanes; that's the way to travel.' Sure they use a lot of fuel.
And -yes, the government does pay for all the terminals, the airports, the landing facilities; and, oh yes; a small subsidy to an
airline here and there. But it's not like the railroads: Railroads
are so uneconomical. They can't compete..
Well, the government s builds airports for the_ airlines. Build
some train stations for the railroads. Maybe then the trains
would find it a little easier to get along..Trucks and. buses, travel
on roads built and paid for by the government. Why.. do'
railroads have to pay for their own track?
No, the railroads• aren't looting ground because they can't
compeie. They're loosing ground because the government has
chosen to 'subvert them in favor of other means of transportation.
•
They raise the fares nearly as high as an airplane's, give
.deliberaiely poor service, over rough track and poor schedules;
and say "See, the trains are no good,. They're only' half full."
Half full. Hell, I'm surprised 'anybody rides them at all. Raise
the . price of anything high enough, and make the pr6duct bad
enough and people will eventually stop ., using it. Passenger service isn't dying. It's being murdered. And if people- don't 'do
something soon, this might, indeed, be the last word for the
trains.
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